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Introduction
Safety Plan Goal
The City of Anacortes 2020 Local Road Safety Plan utilizes 2014-2018 collision data from the
Washington state Department of Transportation. By analyzing collision history within the city limits, staff
identified high-risk locations to focus efforts and resources to implement traffic improvements. The goal
coincides with that of Washington’s strategic highway safety plan, Target Zero, to eliminate fatal and
serious injury collisions by 2030.

Summary
Using WSDOT crash data along with local knowledge of the roadways, city staff identified collision
types that caused fatal and serious injury crashes as well as minor injuries. From this analysis, a list of
high-density crash locations or hotspots was developed. Countermeasures were then devised to
reduce the potential for collisions and thereby making these roadways safer.

Overview
The City of Anacortes is located in the far west end of Skagit County in northwest Washington State.
The city limits encompass the north end of Fidalgo Island, a jumping off point to the San Juan Islands.
The city proper is nearly 16 square miles and has 126 miles of roadway. The population in 2018 was
estimated at 17,283.
Collisions 2014-2018
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2014-2018 City of Anacortes Collision Data
Fatal/Injury Crashes
Within the City of Anacortes, 1,135 crashes were reported between 2014 and 2018. Three of those
were fatal collisions, resulting in four deaths; 19 were serious injury collisions, resulting in 21 suspected
serious injuries; and 304 were collisions where injuries or possible injuries occurred. In total, there were
360 injuries.
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Risk Factors
A high number of crashes were rear-end collisions, at least 129. Other high-occurring collision types
included vehicles colliding with fixed objects, vehicles entering at an angle, moving vehicles hitting
parked vehicles, and crashes involving vehicles and pedestrians or bicyclists.
At least 21 collisions involved pedestrians – one fatal and five with suspected serious injuries – all
related to intersections on heavily traveled roadways, such as the Highway 20 Spur, Commercial
Avenue or Q Avenue. The vehicles involved were going straight or turning left as they hit the
pedestrians. The lighting conditions were varied from daylight to dark with no street lights. The traffic
control in the locations was also diverse from none to stop signs and signals. The roadways were
undivided or divided two-ways with no barriers.
Sixteen collisions involved cyclists – two causing serious injuries. Some were along Commercial and Q
avenues and the Highway 20 Spur similar to the pedestrian crashes. The collisions involved vehicles
hitting the cyclists or the cyclists hitting moving vehicles. All were intersection related except two. The
vehicles were in the midst of a variety of actions including going straight, backing, turning left or right,
and stopping for traffic, a signal or stop sign. The actions of the cyclists were also varied with some
riding with traffic, some against traffic and others turning, crossing or entering a traffic way. Most
occurred during daylight except three were in the dark with street lights on – two of which caused the
serious injuries. There was no traffic control in most incidences. The roadways were undivided or
divided two-ways with a no barriers except one.
Of the eight collisions with pedestrians or cyclists causing death or serious injuries, all were intersection
related, three occurred during the daylight and five in the dark – some with street lights on and some
without, and all happened when a vehicle was going straight or making a left turn. There was no traffic
control at five of the locations and all were two-way roadways either undivided or divided without
barriers. All the pedestrians were crossing at intersections – only one at a signal.
Half the pedestrian and cyclists collisions were along Commercial Avenue/Highway 20. The roadway is
a heavily used corridor with several side streets and numerous businesses with access driveways. The
roadway has basic traffic control features with no contemporary amenities such as talking crosswalk
signals, protected bike lanes or curb extensions. The posted speed limit is low to moderate – 30 mph or
less – though the wide roadway tempts drivers to travel faster and hinders pedestrians and bicyclists
from crossing safely. Crosswalks are limited to the few signaled intersections and there is little vehicle
lighting and no focused lighting for pedestrians and bicyclists. The area lacks raised mediums and
center islands.
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High Priority Locations
With a focus on these high-occurring collisions — nearly a quarter of the total number of collisions in
the city — four hot spots at or in close proximity to intersections were identified that could potentially
benefit from systemic safety improvement projects.

1. M Avenue/32nd Street

2. Commercial Avenue/32nd Street

3. Commercial Avenue/22nd Street

4. Commercial Avenue/11th-13th streets

The stretch of roadway along Commercial Avenue between 11th and 13th streets was the site of the only
fatal collision in the city’s core. The other fatal collisions were along State Route 20 and on a rural road
almost outside the city proper.
All the collisions at the hotspots were intersection-related except for four, one of which was at a
driveway. The weather during most of the incidents was clear or partly cloudy with dry conditions.
Traffic control measures were a mixture of no traffic control, stop signs and signals. The speed limit in
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all areas was posted at 30 miles per hour or less. All the roadways were two way with some undivided
and others divided but none with barriers.
Most frequent contributing driver factors were inattention, following too closely and failing to yield the
right-of-way. In the two crashes involving cyclists, the cyclists were at fault – one who turned into the
path of a vehicle, and the other was riding against traffic and did not grant the right-of-way to a vehicle.
All the pedestrian-involved crashes occurred when the pedestrian was crossing at an intersection, two
without signals or crosswalks, and five with both features. One of these collisions involving a pedestrian
was a fatal crash.

The three-section chart on the following pages displays WSDOT crash data for the four identified
hotspots.
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Hotspots
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Countermeasures
Engineering countermeasures to address potential collisions in the four hotspots were developed with
WSDOT crash data in mind along with city staff experience and knowledge of the intersections. The
city’s six-year transportation plan and improvement projects already in the pipeline were also referred
to.

Safety Improvements
Safety Improvements considered included roundabouts or enhanced signal systems at intersections,
raised mediums, augmented crosswalks with flashing crossing lights and/or bulb-outs at curbs,
sidewalks separated with a landscape strip and protected bike lanes.

Projects





M Avenue/32nd Street
Commercial Avenue/11th-13th streets
Commercial Avenue/32nd Street
Commercial Avenue/22nd Street
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Priority Projects
M Avenue/32nd Street
A project to install a roundabout at this intersection is currently in the design stage.
The anticipated results will include traffic calming, collision reduction and improving traffic flow.
Funding is in hand for the design but no funding has been identified for construction, which is estimated
at $1.8 million. Utilities in the way of the project are expected to bring up costs.
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Commercial Avenue/11th-13th streets
The city is in the process of designing countermeasures to improve pedestrian and bicyclist safety with
this two-block, three-intersection project within the South Commercial Avenue Corridor Plan.
A roundabout or an enhanced signaling system is planned for the 12 th Street intersection to enhance
multi-modal throughput. Other features include corner aprons, wide sidewalks, and protected bike lanes
along with transitions in intersections to shared lane facilities.
The anticipated benefits would include a creating a safe corridor for walking and biking, minimizing
environmental impacts and strengthening economic development.
This project is in the design stage and almost fully funded with $1.3 million from the Washington
Department of Transportation Pedestrian and Bicycle Program and $950,000 from Transportation
Improvement Board in hand.
Not wanting to federalize this particular project, the city will not seek funding for this project, but will for
similar projects elsewhere along Commercial Avenue, particularly at the 32 nd and 22nd street
intersections.
Following is the Executive Summary for the South Commercial Avenue Corridor Plan revised February
24, 2020.
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Executive Summary
In 2015, the City of Anacortes received a grant from the Washington State
Department of Transportation (WSDOT) to develop a multi-modal vision plan
for South Commercial Avenue to make the corridor safer for walking and
biking and strengthen economic development.
In January 2016, the city held a public open house to solicit input from residents and business owners about
design ideas for the South Commercial Avenue corridor. After the public open house, the project team
developed three design alternatives. Two alternatives include wide sidewalks and curb protected bike lanes on
each side of the street from 34th St. to 11th St., sidewalk plantings (extent of planting varies between the two
alternatives), enhanced pedestrian zones (extents vary between alternatives) for outdoor gathering at the north
end of South Commercial Avenue, in the Hospital Overlay district (as defined by the 2016 comprehensive plan)
and the south end of South Commercial Avenue. The third alternative shows a two-way curb protected bike lane
on the west side of the street.
These three alternatives were then evaluated by the project team and presented to the Anacortes City Council
for input and feedback. After the presentation, City Council selected the Parkway Alternative, as the preferred
alternative and gave approval to move forward with advancing the design.
In the Preferred Alternative chapter of the 2016 master plan you will find rendered plans of the entire South
Commercial Ave Corridor which reflects the Parkway Alternative. Also included are three typical intersection
enlargements of a signalized, nonsignalized, and off-set intersections. Roundabout solutions may be considered
for the intersections of Commercial Ave and 22nd Street, and 32nd Street.
After the entire corridor was designed, the project team conducted an initial traffic analysis and opinion of cost.
The traffic analysis indicates that the design accommodates forecasted future traffic volumes and meets city and
WSDOT LOS standards.
The last section of the master plan proposes interim design solutions for constructing a Quick Build Street
featuring a protected bike lane using movable planters and striping. This low-cost, high impact design can help
to build public support for permanent bicycle and pedestrian improvements along the corridor.
A 2020 pedestrian and bicycle safety improvement project is currently in design centering on the intersection of
Commercial Avenue and 12th Street, including improvements at 11th Street and 13th Street.

Project Goals:
• Improve access to destinations
• Increase capital investments in walking and biking
• Improve connections
• Strengthen economic development
• Make the corridor safer for walking and biking
• Minimize environmental impact
• Encourage physical activity
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Commercial Avenue/32nd Street
The vision for this intersection is the same as for the 11th to 13th street stretch of roadway – to improve
pedestrian and bicycle safety for a two-block area with a focus on the middle intersection at 32 nd Street.
In the current plan, raised sidewalks, separated bike lanes and curb ramps would be installed.
Integration of pedestrian and bicycle facilities, reducing vehicle speed and enhancing crossings can
improve corridor safety for all transportation modes. Estimated cost of this project is $3.5 million.
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Commercial Avenue/22nd Street
The planned project for this intersection would improve a three-block area with similar features as
elsewhere along Commercial Avenue. In addition, medians would possibly be added mid-block to serve
as visual gateway cues and slow vehicle traffic entering the corridor. This project is estimated at $3.5
million.
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Conclusion
Four priority sites have been identified in the City of Anacortes which would benefit from systematic
improvements outlined in this safety plan. Particularly aimed at eliminating pedestrian/bicycle/vehicle
collisions common at these locations, the countermeasures include installing roundabouts or enhanced
signaling systems along with protected pedestrian and bicyclist routes. These countermeasures will
strengthen the ability for pedestrians and bicyclists to utilize the corridors while also improving traffic
flow and reducing collisions in general. Anacortes is a community highly supportive of alternative
modes of transportation, protecting the environment and safety. The priority projects address all these
concerns as well as aligns with WSDOT’s goals of reducing traffic congestion, and making safer roads.
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